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NEW QUESTION: 1
A new service request asks for all members of the finance
department to have access to the accounting department's file
server VMs on the private cloud environment.
Which of the following is the MOST efficient way to fulfill
this service request?
A. Implement a single sign-on and two-factor authentication
solution using a soft token.

B. Set up duplicate file server VMs that the finance department
has access to and enable two-way replication.
C. Create a new group for the finance department that will
allow access to the accounting department's file server VMs.
D. Add all users of the finance department to the accounting
departments file server VMs access lists.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
When does double breasting occur?
A. An employer has two companies that are substantially
identical.
B. An employer has two businesses, one union and one nonunion,
that do substantially the same work but have different
management, equipment, and customers.
C. A neutral employer performs work that is normally done by
striking employees.
D. Two businesses perform operations that are part of the same
product.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Answer option D is correct.
Double breasting occurs when an employer has two companies that
are separate and distinct from each other but do the same type
of work, and one company is union while the other is nonunion.
This occurs most often in the construction industry when
contractors have two different crews for bidding on union and
nonunion jobs. An alter ego employer has two substantially
identical businesses (B). The ally doctrine describes work that
is done by a neutral employer while another business is shut
down by a strike (A). A straight-line operation is one in which
two businesses perform operations that complement each other's
operations (C). If one business is struck, the other may be as
well because they are engaged in a single economic enterprise.
Chapter: Employee and Labor Relations
Objective: Review Questions

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two are true about Oracle Flashback features?
A. flashback table can undrop a column.
B. flashback query can retrieve redo records from online and
archived redo log files.
C. After a database is restored from flashback logs using the
flashback database command, it is sometimes rolled forward
using redo logs.
D. flashback version query can retrieve redo records from
online and archived redo log files.
E. flashback drop can undrop an index when undropping a table.

Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 4
You develop an HTML application that contains a table that
displays a list of products. The table is defined with the
following HTML markup:
You must style the table to look like the following image:
You need to implement the CSS selectors to select the rows that
must have a blue background.
Which CSS selector should you use?
A. tr: nth-child(3n+1) {background-color : blue;}
B. tr [line |=0, 1, 3]
C. tr : first-line, tr :last-child
D. tr: nth-child (0) : in-range, tr: nth-child (3) : in-range
Answer: A
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